HOUSEHOLD HAZARDOUS WASTE (HHW):

SAFE USE TIPS
Potentially dangerous chemicals can be found in every room in your home. If not properly stored or used,
these products could cause minor to serious and even life-threatening health problems for you or your family.
By reducing your use and purchase of hazardous produces, you will have less to throw out in the future.

Below are some tips to make your home a cleaner, greener and safer place to live.
• Wash your hands thoroughly before eating, drinking, or smoking after using HHW products. Traces of
hazardous chemicals can be carried from hand to mouth.
• Smoking near hazardous products can be a fire hazard.
• Use only what is needed. Using twice as much product does not mean twice the desired results.
• To avoid direct contact of chemicals with your skin, choose clothing that both covers bare skin and provides a
barrier for protection against contact.
• Do not allow products to run off onto paved or natural surfaces. These could flow to our storm drains or be
absorbed into our ground water through the soil.
• When leftovers remain, never mix HHW with other products. Incompatible products might react, ignite, or
explode, and contaminated HHW might become unrecyclable.
• Keep hazardous products away from children. Be sure that your child is familiar with various symbols indicating
that a product is poisonous.
• If you get a hazardous product on your skin, in eyes, or it’s ingested, consult the label for instructions and follow
them exactly. If you do not understand the instructions, or if the label is missing, call 911 immediately.
• When painting, keep windows and doors fully open. Place a box fan in a window to direct air and fumes
outdoors. Keep the fan on while painting and for 48 hours thereafter. Keep small children away from the room
being painted and away from open paint cans.

• Never break the seal of wet-cell batteries. If the seal is accidentally broken, keep children and pets away from
the area until the battery's acid is cleaned up. Wash your hands after any contact with wet-cell batteries.
• When using an insecticide in the home, make sure it doesn't get on food or substances that come in contact
with food, like dish towels, dishes, silverware or counter tops.
• When working with oven cleaners, always wear an apron, gloves, and safety goggles. Do not breathe the
fumes. Make sure the work area is well ventilated. The best tip: Non-toxic oven cleaners without lye are
available. Look at the label and select a product that does not contain lye.
• Always be sure when cleaning your bathrooms that the room has plenty of ventilation. Leave the door open and
use the exhaust fan, if you have one. Wear latex dishwashing gloves to help protect your skin from splashes
when using toilet cleaners. If you splash some on your skin, wash it off immediately.

Key Words on Product Labels:
Signal Words & Their Meaning:
poison, toxic

Most harmful. Means the product could
poison you, cause serious damage to
your skin or eyes, or easily cause a fire.
Can cause moderate to severe damage to
skin and eyes. Ingesting can lead to
abdominal tenderness and bleeding.
Possible skin irritant. Can cause swelling

& tearing of eye tissue. Vapors can cause
labored coughing, labored breathing, and
In severe cases, death.
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flammable, volatile
caustic, corrosive
Ke

irritant
reactive
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HOUSEHOLD HAZARDOUS WASTE (HHW):

SAFE STORAGE TIPS
Safe storage of hazardous household products is important to prevent accidental poisonings and spills. Cleaning
products & other hazardous household products are among the most dangerous poisons. Improper storage can
be a safety hazard or turn usable products into waste.
Store products by type and in a place with good ventilation.
• Keep cleaning products in a space that is cool, clean and dry to avoid rusting.
Keep hazardous products out of reach of children & animals.
• Store all hazardous products on high shelves or in locked cabinets away from food.
• Storage doors should close tightly so pets can't get in. It's safest to lock up hazardous products.
Never store hazardous products in food or drink containers.
• This will permanently contaminate the container, and it could be mistaken as edible.
• Anyone could mistake clear or even colored liquids as drinkable, and some household chemicals can cause
serious injury or even death if swallowed.
Taking a product's labeling seriously and acting accordingly can help keep your family safe from its potentially
dangerous effects.
• Keep products in their original containers and make sure the label is legible.
• For long-term storage, place waterproof transparent tape over labels to prevent fading & falling off.
Many product labels indicate safe storage temperatures.
• Store products that say “prevent freezing” indoors, liquid materials may expand and burst if frozen.
• Keep products away from heat, sparks, flames or other sources of ignition.
• Never store gasoline or other fuels indoors. Storing volatile materials (products that emit fumes/vapors) at high
temperatures can cause containers to bulge. Never store HHW in an unheated garage during the winter.
• An exception is products labeled "flammable" or "combustible." They can be stored in an unheated garage during
the winter.
Check Your Products Regularly.
• Check products used less frequently to make sure you can't smell them, and that the containers are a normal
shape and aren't leaking. If you can smell your cleaning & chemical products, the lid or cap probably isn’t on
tight enough.
• When containers change shape, such as expanding, it could mean that where you're storing them doesn't have
enough ventilation or is too hot.
• If the product container is deteriorating, place the entire container in a plastic bucket. Surround it with a
nonflammable absorbent, such as kitty litter, vermiculite or floor dry, to absorb spills. Label the outside of the
container as indicated above.
Know your needs, only buy the amount of product that you will use.
• Containers may get damaged and leak when products remain unused for long periods of time.
• Sometimes the products may change chemically. Keep in mind that you should not base your purchase decision
on price alone.

Waste Reduction Tips:

Relabeling:

• Use non-hazardous alternative products &
materials when possible.
• Recycle when possible.
• Only buy what and as much as you need.
• Use what you have before buying more.
• If you can't use it, give it to someone who can.

If you are applying new labels because the originals
have faded or if you’ve transferred the contents to a
new container, it is important you are relabeling
correctly with:
• Name of the product
• Date the product was stored in container
• Name of manufacturer
• Directions for safe use, storage and disposal.
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HOUSEHOLD HAZARDOUS WASTE (HHW):

TRANSPORTING HHW
Hazardous household products are stored for months or years before they are used up or transported to a collection
site. These tips will fill you in on how to safely transport hazardous household materials. Be smart when it comes to
disposing of these items, and as always, try to donate whenever you can.
To avoid messy spills in your vehicle or driveway, bring materials securely packed in sturdy containers
such as cardboard boxes, plastic crates or totes. Typically, containers can be return for re-use.
For your safety and the safety of employees, staff and volunteers, garbage bags are not suitable containers.

Chemicals and Liquids:
• Make sure containers are upright, not
on their sides, and that lids are on
securely.

Devices with Mercury:
• Place fever thermometers, thermostats or
other mercury-containing devices in sealable
baggie, or container with tight-fitting lid.

• Place leaking containers, lid-less containers
and fragile containers into a 5-gallon bucket
or plastic container.

• Placing kitty litter or oil-absorbent matter around the
product will protect from breaking in the result of
sudden shocks.

• Label materials that are not in their original
containers.

• Clearly label container or bag as "Mercury - DO
NOT OPEN."

• Protect glass containers by surrounding them
with plastic containers or packing material.

• Spilled mercury can be hazardous to your health
and expensive to clean up.

• Transport motor oil or fuel oil in 5-gallon
buckets with secured lids or similar smaller
container.

• Do not fill container to the top, please leave
at least 5 or more inches between the liquid
and the rim of the bucket to prevent spillage,
• Ensure adequate ventilation if transported in
car passenger compartment.
• Keep flammables out of direct sunlight and
away from sources of heat, spark, flame or
ignition.
• Do not smoke in vehicle when transporting
HHW materials and products.

Fluorescent Bulbs:
• Bulbs can break easily, the best way to
transport bulbs is in their original packaging
• If the original packaging is not available, use
painters tape to group tubes together and wrap with
any type of protective padding
• Loose compact fluorescent lamps CFLs) should be
wrapped in padding, such as a paper towel.
• Do not pack bulbs in the same container with heavy
items, such as batteries.
• When a bulb breaks, small amounts of Mercury
vapor are released.

Electronics:
• Secure large TVs in the back of your
vehicle with straps or by laying the TV
glass side down.
• Unsecured TVs can cause broken car windows
if the roll into the glass at sudden stops.
• Electronic devices do not have to be put back
in the original packaging.
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If you must wait for a hazardous waste collection
event or mail-in program:
Store products safely in their original containers
with the labels intact.
Keep them out of reach of children and pets.
See “HHW: Safe Storage Tips” for more information.
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HOUSEHOLD HAZARDOUS WASTE (HHW):

DISPOSING BEFORE A MOVE
It is important you do not neglect properly disposing of hazardous materials. There are very real consequences
when these substances end up in landfills or recycling plants, and it’s everyone’s responsibility to dispose of them
the right way.

Read the labels. Many household hazardous materials come with general directions on how (and how
not to) store and handle them. While you likely won’t find out the specifics on exactly how to dispose of
something right on the packaging, you will learn particulars about safe disposal, such as materials a
certain substance cannot come into contact with and other ways to avoid hazards while you work on a
correct disposal method.
Ask about a home pick up. Contact your waste hauler and ask if they offer home/curbside pick-ups
for hazardous materials. Some do, though you may incur a fee. If this service is available, make sure to
get clear directions on how to sort and store items for pick up. Also ask for a breakdown of which materials
are allowed and which aren’t so you’re not accidentally leaving out something that can’t be picked up.
Request a mail-in recycling kit. Some waste management facilities and companies offer hazardous

waste mail-in recycling kits. With a mail-in service you can visit their website, enter in your zip code to see
if you are eligible for this service, and if you are, the company will mail you a special container to put your
hazardous items into. Then you mail back the kit. Please note, not all types of hazardous waste may be
accepted.

Donate. If you can, try to donate your hazardous materials to somebody else who needs them. If you

have leftover paint, you may be able to donate it to Habitat for Humanity or a charity that is remodeling
their facilities. Your local nursery may be able to put your extra fertilizer to use. An auto garage may take
leftover motor oil.

REMEMBER:

Keep materials in their original packaging. Certain hazardous materials pose a heightened threat
when exposed to air or when moved into another type of container than they came in. Stay on the safe
side and leave these types of substances in their original containers.
Never mix products. You don’t know what can happen when two hazardous substances come into
contact with each other. Use your best judgment and never mix or otherwise combine two or more
dangerous materials.
Handle even empty containers with care. Chemical residue inside containers can pose a hazard
even after the material itself is gone. If you have empty hazardous waste containers, they’ll have to be
disposed of just as carefully as if they still had product in them.
Start the process of disposing of hazardous materials as early as you can. Since it takes a bit of
time to get settled after a move. And if you can’t get rid of everything before your move, make sure to
transport products correctly to your new home and then dispose of them from there.

• Never mix household cleaners.
Remember the necessary steps
to get rid of hazardous materials,
when making future purchases.
A lot of harmful, chemical-based
household cleaners can easily be
replaced with non-toxic varieties,
or even just baking soda,
vinegar, and mild dish detergent.
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• Containers which held hazardous chemicals should not
be recycled. Even empty containers can pose hazards
because of the chemical residue that might remain.
• Special caution should be taken with septic systems or
treatment plants.
• Explosive wastes cannot be handled through HHW
collection programs.

For more information visit: www.northamptoncounty.org

HOUSEHOLD HAZARDOUS WASTE (HHW)

SAFE DISPOSAL
Household hazardous waste (HHW) are chemical products we use around the house on a daily basis. Many
common household products can be hazardous and may require special attention when being discarded.

Major Categories of HHW Include:
• Household Cleaners
• Paint Products

• Automotive Products
• Outdoor Products

Product Labels:
• Follow instructions for use & disposal provided on
product labels.
• If you have a product which is unusable, banned,
not recyclable, or cannot be donated, look on the
label for disposal information.
• Older containers may give instructions that are no
longer suitable.
• If the label gives insufficient information, store the
waste until the next HHW collection event is
available.

Disposal Considerations:
• Certain HHW have the potential to cause physical
injury to sanitation workers.
• Waste can contaminate septic tanks or wastewater
treatment systems if poured down toilets or drains.
• Federal laws allow for the disposal of HHW in the
trash, however the EPA encourages participation in
community environmental disposal programs rather
than discarding HHW in the trash.
• Dispose of products according to your town or city
regulations or ordinances.
Solvents such as paint thinner, do not go bad.
Allow the particulates to settle out, drain off the clear
liquid. Mix the remainder with kitty litter, or absorbent,
and dispose in trash.

HHW Characteristics:
To determine if home products are hazardous waste
they must exhibit one or more of the following
characteristics:
• Toxic: harmful or fatal to wildlife & humans
• Ignitable: capable of catching fire
• Corrosive: burning/irritating to human tissue
or the surface of a material
• Reactive: capable of causing toxic gas release
or explosion.

Why Dispose of HHW Separately?
Disposing HHW separately will ensure proper handling
and packaging, minimizing exposure to potentially
harmful chemicals, as well as decrease the likelihood
that these chemicals will enter the environment.

Some HHW can be safely dried out or solidified
with absorbents such as:
• Cat litter (clay type with no chemical additives)
• Disposable diapers
• Vermiculite
• Products specifically designed not to react with
chemical wastes.
Air drying should always be done in a well-ventilated
area away from children and animals.
One of the worst ways to dispose of HHW is to
dump it down the drain or directly into the
environment.
Wastewater treatments plants are not designed to
process many types of hazardous materials. In addition
to potential problems at the treatment plant, these
materials are released directly into the environment.

What To Do with HHW:
• The best way to get rid of these materials is to use them for their intended purposes.
• Share or give away excess to family, friends, or community groups.
• Recycle what you can. Reasonably convenient recycling options exist for materials such as: motor oil, oil filters,
antifreeze, CFLs & auto batteries.
• If it is water-soluble (mixes with water), most liquid, gel and powder cleaning products can be disposed of down
the drain with running water, just like when you use them.
• Northampton County residents can participate in annual HHW collection events.
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HOUSEHOLD HAZARDOUS WASTE (HHW):

SPILL CLEANUP
Broken Fluorescent Lamp Disposal:
If you have ever dropped a fluorescent tube bulb, the pop and puff of vapor that results contains mercury, which is
a toxin and environmental contaminant. Depending on the amount, exposure to Mercury can severely damage the
brain, kidneys, and lungs and is responsible for several diseases.
In the result of a broken CFL, do not vacuum.
• Vacuuming is not recommended unless broken glass remains after all other cleanup steps have been taken.
• Vacuuming may spread mercury-containing powder or mercury vapor.

Cleanup Instructions for Broken CFLs:

Step 1:
Suggested materials to use:
• Have people and pets leave the room.
• piece of cardboard
• Air out the room for five to 10 minutes by opening a window or door.
• tape
• damp paper towel
Step 2:
• resealable plastic bag
• Scoop up glass fragments and powder using piece of cardboard
• disposable rubber gloves
• Use sticky tape to pick up any remaining pieces,
• On a non-carpeted area, wipe the area with damp paper towel
• Place glass fragments, cardboard and tape in resealable bag, secure and put into outdoor trash container.
Step 3: WASH YOUR HANDS.

Cleanup Instructions for Solvents:
Step 1: Place all solvent covered rags in a sealed container after use.
Step 2: If you clean them yourself, wash the rags separately in a washing machine with a full water level of
hot water and detergent.
Step 3: Rinse the washing machine thoroughly after cleaning the rags.
Step 4: Line dry the rags rather than using a dryer; the high heat of a dryer can ignite any flammable vapors
remaining in the rags.

Responding to a Liquid Mercury Spill:
Mercury and its vapors are very difficult to remove from clothes, carpet, shoes, vacuums and porous furniture. If you
plan to clean up a mercury spill yourself, it is important to:
• Keep spilled mercury away from drains, cracks or crevices.
• NEVER use a vacuum cleaner, mercury vapors will circulate into the air & contaminate the vacuum cleaner.
• Keep people and pets away from the area to prevent tracking the mercury or inhaling its toxic vapors.
• Turn off heating/AC systems to avoid circulating contaminated air to other rooms.
• Ventilate the spill area to the outdoors by opening doors and windows.
• Remove all jewelry from your hands & wrists, since mercury bonds with most metals. Put on disposable gloves.
Do not touch the mercury with your bare hands.
——————————— CLEANUP ———————————
1. The beads can then be picked up with a medicine dropper or by lightly touching the pile with rolled up electricians
or duct tape. Or if available, use index cards or other stiff paper to push the mercury beads you can see together.
2. Lift the mercury beads into a glass jar or rigid plastic container (two index cards may be used together). If a glass
or rigid plastic container is not available, use a sealable plastic bag. If there are small beads that you cannot get
up with the stiff paper, you can pick them up with sticky tape.
3. Wipe the entire area with a damp paper towel or wet wipe.
4. Place all used materials used to clean up (e.g., used sponge, tape, used paper towel or wet wipes and used
disposable gloves) in the glass jar, plastic container or sealable plastic bag.
5. Label your container with "Hazardous Waste - Mercury Contaminated Spill Cleanup Materials" and the date.
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